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PRESS RELEASE  

EIZO LIMITED RELOCATES TO 

ASCOT AFTER OUTGROWING 

PREVIOUS OFFICE 
EIZO Limited, the UK regional group of Japanese visual solutions company 

EIZO Corporation, has relocated to new headquarters on Ascot Business Park, 

after more than doubling its team and revenue, and outgrowing its previous 

premises on London Road, Bracknell.  

This move marks a huge step forward for the UK’s fastest growing monitor brand 

as it starts to face new challenges head-on and implement new strategies to help 

the continued growth of the business. 

 

Colin Woodley, CEO of EIZO Limited has been in charge of the company 

throughout its change of radical growth, having seen the team grow from just 11 

members in 2012 to what is now a team of 32 and growing.  

Colin explains why the next chapter in the history of EIZO Limited is the most 

progressive yet, “We are excited to be investing in the relocation of EIZO 

Limited’s, UK headquarters.  EIZO recently celebrated its 50th Anniversary 

and is currently expanding many areas of the business globally as it continues to 

plan for future growth.  

“The office in Ascot will enable EIZO to accommodate the growing number of 

team members while allowing the enhancement and expansion of the services 

offered to partners and customers.  

 

“The new ‘Customer Experience Centre’ will include examples of our monitor 

solutions used in today’s industry sectors including business, healthcare and 

creative. While it also includes a mock Operating Theatre demonstrating the 

http://www.eizo.co.uk/
https://www.eizo.co.uk/fb
https://www.eizo.co.uk/tw
https://www.eizo.co.uk/ig
https://www.eizo.co.uk/yt
https://vimeo.com/eizocolour
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latest in medical visual solutions specifically designed for the everchanging 

healthcare services.”  

EIZO believes what it does matters; create imaging solutions which enrich 

people in their professional and personal lives.  Creating a working environment 

that is not just aesthetically pleasing and ergonomic but meets all of the 

requirements needed in the modern workplace to ensure people do their very 

best work. The new office is an example of this belief with its state-of-the-art 

facilities, work environment and latest uses of technology.   

  

The new office, based at 1 Queens Square, Ascot Business Park, is 14,200 

square feet spread over three floors with 46 parking spaces and additional 

overflow parking on-site if required. The ground floor consists of a welcoming 

reception area, a Customer Experience Centre showroom, a mock OR theatre, 

and three meeting rooms.   

 -Ends-  

  

For more press information, please contact Hayley Osborne on 07733 264126 

/ Hayley.osborne@eizo.com or Harry Buckley on 01344 317499 / 

harry.buckley@eizo.com  

  

Notes to Editor:  

About EIZO  

EIZO, the visual technology company develops and manufactures high-end 

display solutions. EIZO integrates hardware and software technologies with 

consulting, web hosting and other services to help customers in business, 

graphics, medicine, maritime, air traffic control, and other fields work more 

comfortably. Headquartered in Hakusan, Japan, EIZO has research and 

development and manufacturing facilities in Japan, Germany, and the US, and 

representation in more than 80 countries.   

  

EIZO Limited commenced trading in January 2012 with all staff, customers and 

data having been transferred from its previous owner, IT distributor Avnet Inc. 

Since being established the company has grown from 11 people to 32 and has 

doubled its revenue to £15m.   

  

About Ascot Business Park   

Ascot Business Park is adjacent to Ascot mainline rail station and 5 minutes’ walk 

from Ascot High Street and Race Course, close to all local amenities, leisure 

facilities and situated close to Windsor Great Park. With easy access to the M3, 

M4, M25 and M40, Ascot benefits from excellent road and rail links to 
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surrounding locations such as Heathrow Airport, Bracknell, Staines, Windsor 

and Maidenhead. Ascot Business Park is a new mixed use development totalling 

approximately 100,000 sq ft, situated in the heart of the Thames Valley in a 

world renowned location. The industrial element of the Ascot Business Park 

comprises 9 new warehouse/industrial units with fully fitted offices, generous car 

parking and loading facilities. 


